Core, that’s hot! Centre of
Earth is 1,000 degrees higher
than
previously
thought
(making it as scorching as
the sun)
The Daily Mail

More fucking scientific bollocks from the MSM.
The trouble with scientific bollocks is that people believe it
hook line and sinker, when all it is in fact is a theory.

Scientists have absolutely no fucking idea if the centre of
the Earth is molten Iron or Maltesers.
No one has ever got remotely close enough to fucking know…
Except Hollywood of course.
Personally, I believe the Earth is hollow. The evidence for
that being the case certainly carries a lot more weight than
that of a big furnace.
Don’t believe the truth.
New experiment put temperature of Earth’s core at 6,000
degrees Celsius
Estimate is 1,000 degrees higher than previous figures
from the Nineties
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The core of the Earth is nearly 1,000 degrees hotter than
previously thought, making it as fiery as the surface of the
sun.
Following new experiments, scientists have established that
the core temperature is 6,000 C, much higher than the previous
estimate of 5,000.
Using X-rays to probe into the behaviour of iron crystals,
putting samples of iron under extreme pressure, researchers
were able to examine how iron crystals melt and form.

Ho
t stuff: The inner core of the Earth, previously thought to be
5,000 degrees Celsius is in fact 6,000
Earth’s inner-core is a ball of solid iron, about the size of
the moon, surrounded by a highly dynamic outer-core consisting
mostly of a liquid iron-nickel alloy.
Experiments from the early Nineties, measuring the ‘melting
curves’ of iron, suggested that the core had a temperature of
5,000.

More…
‘Icicles of death’ discovered deep in polar oceans could
hold clues to the origins of first life on Earth
Interplanetary impacts: Nasa captures astonishing moment
meteors smash into Saturn’s rings
How the Maya mixed it up: Researchers say early
civilisation mingled more than previously thought

The new tests, using one of the world’s most intense sources
of X-rays located at the European Synchrotron Radiation
Facility, the research team were able to re-create the same
pressure at the core.
In order to do this the team used a device called a diamond
anvil cell – essentially a tiny sample held between the points
of two precision-machined synthetic diamonds.

Sc
orcher: The new estimate puts the core of the Earth at the
same temperature as the surface of the sun
Then the scientists used X-ray beams to bounce X-rays off of
the nuclei of the iron atoms, also known as ‘diffraction’, to
see how the iron crystals behaved.
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made other measurements and calculations with
nothing was in agreement. It was not good for
we didn’t agree with each other,’ Agnes Dewaele
research agency CEA and a co-author of the new
BBC News.

‘We have to give answers to geophysicists, seismologists,
geodynamicists – they need some data to feed their computer
models,’ Dr Dewaele said.
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